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welcome to mountbatten esl

Mountbatten ESL specialises in overseas residential 
English language programmes based in the UK, 
Singapore. Our programmes are anything but 
ordinary, we realised a long time ago the importance 
of complementary learning environments, bringing 
seemingly different elements together to reinforce 
and support each other. 

In both of our locations, we run a range of specially 
designed curricula which are engaging and at 
the same time act as a platform to develop key 
skills including, communication, leadership, team 
working and critical thinking skills. We constantly 
update our programmes to give students the 
skills and experience they need to thrive in a fast 
changing economy with an increasingly globalist 
outlook.

Here at Mountbatten ESL we strive to create the best 
experience possible for all our students, we provide 
a platform for them to develop their language 
skills, confidence, leadership ability and teamwork. 
We believe everyone has something special inside 
of them it just takes different approaches to unlock 
it. All of our programme features are designed to 
complement and reinforce each other, because 
we know just as much can be learnt outside the 
classroom as within it. 

Contact Us:    

info@mountbattenesl.com

+44 7530603340

27-15, International Plaza,

10 Anson Road, 079903
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Who are we?
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“What I love most 
about Mounbatten 

ESL is the freedom it 
allows our children 

to explore and 
make memories that 
will stay with them 

forever.”



                  Why Choose Mountbatten ESL

our Staff

AGE limits

Why choose us?

 
Our academic programmes imbue our students with 
all the skills of highly effective communicators. Students 
will find themselves in the capable hands of some of 
the industries most talented educators, all of whom 
possess tertiary qualifications at a minimum, and are 
rigorously sourced. 

Based at nationally accredited outdoor activity centres, 
students benefit from instructors with the highest 
qualifications in their fields accompanied by top of 
the range facilities with impeccable safety records.

We understand the power of cultural exchanges, we 
like to refer to our residential camps as a kind of 
enrichment process, language and culture are so 
intricately intertwined, one can’t be taught without an 
appreciation of the other, therefore all our programmes 
are well stocked with as many opportunities as possible 
for our students to experience the host country’s 
culture.

We have a fully comprehensive approach to learning, 
all cultural classes and excursions are linked to our 
academic programmes, designed to complement 
each other in a well balanced manner for optimum 
effectiveness. The days of strictly regimented, wholly 
classroom based, language courses are a thing of the 
past, removing students from that stale environment 
and injecting some much needed excitement 
enriches the learning process and elevates the overall 
experience.  

At Mounbatten ESL we pride 
ourselves on our experienced 
and dedicated team, who are 
here to support you with every 
aspect of your trip, from your 
initial enquiry right up until 
completion of your programme.

For individual bookings
10-17 years old

For organised groups
8-17 years old

We also organise programmes 
for adults (18+). Contact us for 
more information.
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our price includes

• All meals and drinks
• Accommodation
• Airport transfers
• English lessons
• Stationery
• Activities
• Excursions
• All scheduled travel

Not included in our price* :
• flights
• visa fees
• travel insuarance

* Contact your booking agent 
for more details.



Academic programmes
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  Cross Cultural Appreciation

 Whilst not being a specific programme, 
cultural appreciation is woven into all of 
our course elements. The students will be 
constantly immersed in a new culture, they 
will have the chance to exchange with locals, 
learn about local history and try local foods. 
There is also a possibility for them to meet 
other students from different countries. 

Whilst we try to make all our camps fun 
we never forget the main focus, the English 
language. The learning and appreciation 
of which has been carefully layered into 
all the elements of our camps. Be it inside 
the classroom or out on an excursions, we 
encourage the continuous use of the English 
language. 

All of our programmes are created in house 
by qualified and experienced education 
practitioners.    
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Academic programmes



 Singapore Standard 2 week Programme Highlights

•  20 hours classroom based English Language and public speaking lessons
•  2 full day excursions, 4 half day excursions
•  Accommodation at one of several schools
•  Exchanges with students at world-leading universities
•  Full adventure and leadership instruction
•  On site food courts and canteens serving international cuisine
•  Beach BBQ
 Excursions and activities

• Famous landmarks - Merlion MBS - Gardens by the Bay, Sentosa Island
• Excursions - Universal Studios, Water Park , Zoo, Aquarium, Beach BBQ
• Educational trips - National Museum, NTU Exchange Visit, Singapore Science Centre
• Activities on camp - Wide range of sports, quizzes and scavenger hunts, Film night
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singapore camps

summer 2019 dates

summer 2020 dates

July 14th - July 27th
July 28th - August 10th

June 8th - June 20th
July 13th - July 26th
July 27th - August 9th
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 Dunman High School

A modern student residential complex situated by the lush, green riverside, at the heart of 
Singapore. It is one of the oldest high-schools in Singapore, complete with modern facilities 
and situated in the centre of Singapore with easy access to the city and various tourist sites.

singapore accommodation

 Nanyang High School

 Nanyang Girls School is a very prestigious and well respected facility set within a desirable 
residential area of Singapore. The accommodation here has won numerous awards from 
the Ministry of Education, the whole facility is quite wonderful, boasting a running track 
and sports pitches, well equipped classrooms and all located on a large lush well kept 1.9 
hectares. 

 Hwa Chong International School

 HCIBS has become synonymous with quality education in South East Asia. Easily one of the 
most prestigious and well established schools in the region. It is located a 30 minute drive 
from the international airport and close to public transit connections.   



UK camps
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 Highlights of Standard 2 week UK camps

•  20-30 hours of classroom based English language instruction
•  4 half day excursions and 2 full day excursions
•  Nutritious home cooked food
•  Evening entertainment provided: quiz night, karaoke, talent competition
•  Live in staff
•  24hr support and security

 Excursions and Activities

• Famous landmarks - Big Ben, Houses of parliament, Buckingham Palace
• Excursions - Thorpe park, Water Park 
• Educational trips - British museum, Royal Armouries 
• Activities on camp - wide range of sports, quizzes and scavenger hunts, film night, outdoor 

adventures activities

 Locations
 
All of our UK camps are based at educational institutes or nationally accredited outdoor 
activity centres in southern England, with easy access to some of England’s most famous 
tourist attractions.

• New Forest Adventure Centre - New Forest, Southampton

• London Activity Centre - Chingford, London 

• Oxford Activity Centre - Oxford
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UK camps

summer 2019 dates

summer 2020 dates

June 10th - June 23rd 
July 15th - 28th
August 11th - 24th

June 8th - June 21st 
July 13th - 26th
August 10th - 23rd



uk accommodation
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  New Forest Adventure Centre

 Nestled in a picturesque part of one of 
England’s National Parks, New Forest Adventure 
Camp is the regional seat of UK Scouting. 
A real ‘flagship’ of UK national outdoor 
education centres, boasting its own zip line, 
climbing walls, and high ropes course. At New 
Forest Adventure Camp all accommodation, 
classrooms, canteens and outdoor education 
facilities are on the same site which means 
we can more effectively supervise all of our 
students during their stay. It also creates a more 
convivial atmosphere, one which is conducive 
to establishing new long lasting friendships 
with other students. We provide trained live-in 
house managers and assistants, also all our 
partner-run campuses have 24hour security, 
all this allows us to ensure the safety and well 
being of all of our students.  

   Bournemouth Activity Centre 

 Set in the New Forest National Park just a 
short drive to Bournemouth city centre, this 
tranquil woodland location, has a beautiful 
125 year old manor house and 6 modern 
lodges for accommodation, 3 classrooms and 
a full catering facility. With grounds of 60 
acres available for fun and adventure and 
for young people to experience the best of 
indoor-outdoor learning.



  Oxford Activity Centre

 Set in 42 acres of beautiful woodland, Oxford 
Activity Centre in rural Oxfordshire offers 
both high adventure activities and traditional 
outdoor skills. With both indoor accommodation 
and generous outdoor space, our teachers 
and instructors can deliver an experience 
built around your group.
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  London Activity Centre

 Close to London but with the tranquillity of a 
woodland location, London Activity Centre is 
famous throughout the world for its Scouting 
heritage, beautiful setting and stunning range 
of activities.
 With modern lodges, plenty of open space 
and spectacular views of the capital, there are 
108 acres available for fun and adventure and 
for young people to experience the freedom 
of the outdoors.

UK accommodation
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Classes which teach coding for kids are increasingly popular throughout the world. With an eye on the 
future, coding programmes and courses designed for children provide an engaging way to introduce 
children to various skills which can be applied to both academic performance and softer personal 
skills. Computer programming code runs the world – and computer programming jobs are ranked as 
the top jobs in almost every industry.

Some of the benefits of coding for kids include; helping children to learn logical thinking, where 
there is a start and end to a routine, and to also visualise abstract concepts and apply them to their 
coding. With many coding for kids programmes centred around problem-solving, children also learn 
to exercise creativity and resilience as they tackle fun challenges or develop games.

Our Young Tech courses place a strong emphasis on inquiry-based learning that develops computational 
thinking and imparts real-world digital skills, they cater to students from 10 to 17 years of age. Our 
instructors have taught thousands of students, ranging from pre-schoolers to University Undergraduates. 
These programmes run over 5 days and can be easily mixed in to our 1 or 2 week regular language 
programmes.

By far the most popular programmes are the Python Basics, Games Design (with Roblox), Level Design 
and Mods (using Minecraft), and an Introduction to Robotics.

  

Little Techs and Techstars camp

Little Techs Camp Singapore

Time Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

Morning Group Arrival

To be met by 
Mountbatten 

representative and 
escorted to the boarding 
school where rooms will 

be assisgned

Little 
Techs/Techstars

Little 
Techs/Techstars

Little 
Techs/Techstars

Little 
Techs/Techstars

Little 
Techs/Techstars

Check Out

After taking breakfast 
the group will check 

out of rooms

Afternoon

City Tour  

Merlion, Gardens by the 
Bay  

and SPECTA Light Show 

Science Centre Drone/ Technology  
Worklshop

                
Kayaking and 
MacRitchie 
Reservoir 

Orienteering
                               

Finale Project
Presentations and 

Awards Departure

Coach to Changi 
Airport accompanied 

by Mountbatten 
representativeEvening

Orientation 

Camp manager's briefing 
followed by ice breaker 

games

Reflection Evening Movie Night  Games Night

Presentation 
Evening followed 

by awards 
ceremony + 

reflection

Key
Evening Activity
Class
Activity
Excursion
Misc

Example programme*

*Equivalent programme is available for the UK.



Mountbatten’s photography course is an excellent introduction to the exciting world of photography, 
it is ideal for anyone looking to learn the basics of photography or improve on their photography skills. 
During this practical and fun course, you will receive 18 hours of teaching in our modern and fully 
equipped studio and 18 hours of practical photo sessions out in the London / Singapore.

You will explore new avenues and techniques as you develop your interest and knowledge of 
photography. The practical assignments that you will complete along the way will form the basis of 
your mini portfolio should you choose to take your interest further.

Topics covered
• Getting to know your camera
• How to shoot in manual
• Learn about exposure and why it is important
• Photography compositions and techniques  
• Taking photos at night
• Specialist equipment and techniques
• Editing your photos
  
Examples of locations used during practical shooting session:

• London UK - Westminster, London zoo, Natural History Museum, Science Museum, City of London,
Camden market, Hyde park.

• Singapore - Garden by the bay, Cloud Forest, China Town, Sentosa Island, Marina Bay Sands, 
Singapore City Gallery, Bukit Timah Reserve.

young Photographers camp

Young Photographers

Time Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

Morning Group Arrival

To be met by 
Mountbatten 

representative and 
escorted to the boarding 
school where rooms will 

be assisgned

Photography Class

Getting to Know 
your Camera

Photography Class

Composition and 
Heritage

Photography Class

Shooting in 
Different Lighting 
and Environments

Photography 
Class

Nature and Action 
Shots

Photography 
Class

Exposure and 
Editing Shots

Check Out

After taking breakfast 
the group will check 

out of rooms

Afternoon City of London

Westminster
Big Ben, Westminster 

Abbey  
Buckingham Palace

Natural History 
Museum Camden Market London Zoo Hyde Park

Departure

Coach to Changi Airport 
accompanied by 

Mountbatten 
representative

Evening

Orientation 

Camp manager's briefing 
followed by ice breaker 

games

Reflection Evening Movie Night  Games Night

Presentation 
Evening followed 

by awards 
ceremony + 

reflection

Key
Evening Activity
Class
Activity
Excursion
Misc

14*Equivalent programme is available for Singapore.

Example programme*



Future Cities – Food Security, Land Management and Sustainability

Rapid digitalisation is disrupting business operations, altering industry structures and changing the 
rules of the game globally. It’s important for nations to be adaptable and ready to take advantage 
of the opportunities that lie ahead.

Singapore’s smart city policies, pro-business environment, excellent infrastructure and connectivity to 
major Asian economies, as well as availability of investment and well-developed technology, makes it 
the ideal place to learn about the key concepts of Smart Cities.

Drawing heavily on the ‘Urban Systems Studies’, a ground-breaking assessment of Singapore’s urban 
development story, the series examines the interaction and integration of the policies, institutions and 
legislation that brought a vision to life.
 
A Smart City is a liveable city. The key topics covered in our programme include:

·         Food and Water Security
·         Heritage Conservation
·         Land Management and Pollution
·         Sustainable Growth
 
The programme includes in-class lectures and discussions by trained Geographers and Urban Planners 
and is complemented by field trips to key locations such as ‘Gardens by The Bay, NEWater Treatment 
Plant, Chinatown, Urban Development Authority, Pinnacle Duxton HDB’.

smart cities camp
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Smart Cities

Time Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

Morning Group Arrival

To be met by 
Mountbatten 

representative and 
escorted to the boarding 
school where rooms will 

be assisgned

Smart Cities

Putting Singapore 
into Context

Smart Cities

Liveability and 
Protecting Heritage

Smart Cities

Food and Water 
Security

Smart Cities

Water Use and 
Recreation

Smart Cities

Smart Solutions 
for Future 
Problems

Check Out

After taking breakfast 
the group will check 

out of rooms

Afternoon

City Tour  

Merlion, Gardens by the 
Bay  

and SPECTA Light Show 

China Town and 
Little India

NEWater

Water Treatent 
Centre Tour

                
Kayaking and 
MacRitchie 
Reservoir 

Orienteering
                               

NUS Tour/HDB 
Pinnacle/One 

North
                               Departure

Coach to Changi 
Airport accompanied 

by Mountbatten 
representative

Evening

Orientation 

Camp manager's briefing 
followed by ice breaker 

games

Reflection Evening Movie Night  Games Night

Presentation 
Evening followed 

by awards 
ceremony + 

reflection

Key
Evening Activity
Class
Activity
Excursion
Misc

Example programme*

*Equivalent programme is available for the UK.



Taking our students out of their perceived comfort zones is a large part of our programme, we 
know that by doing this we teach our students that learning can occur everywhere, it is important 
to us that we do away with the notion that legitimate learning only occurs with one’s head in a 
book. High quality outdoor learning experiences are proven to encourage holistic development of 
children as well as nurture a resilience and adaptability to occasionally changing situations. We pay 
specific attention to certain beneficial aspects of outdoor education, ones we feel best complement 
our more traditional academic programmes: 

• The development of reflective and inquisitive thinking along with problem-solving 
• The promotion of self-awareness, confidence and self-esteem
• A clear focus on collaborative-working and communication skills

In an increasingly sedentary world, it has become important for us to seek new ways in which we 
can provide learning opportunities outside the classroom. Conquering a fear of heights, learning 
to paddle a kayak or leading a team through problem solving exercises, all have a place in 
modern education. We believe Mountbatten ESL provides the perfect mix of traditional and modern 
educational practices.  

In total at our camps we run over 30 outdoor activities. Depending on the programme, we offer a 
selection of activities to suit all ages and objectives, from Nature Trail through to our high-adrenaline 
instructed activities such as High Ropes and Zip Wire. We can tailor the session to suit the needs of 
your group, be that fun, teamwork or confidence building. All activities run by our highly qualified 
instructors.
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outdoor adventure camp

Outdoor Adventurer

Time Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

Morning Group Arrival

To be met by 
Mountbatten 

representative and 
escorted to the boarding 
school where rooms will 

be assisgned

English Leve test English Class English Class English Class English Class

Check Out

After taking breakfast 
the group will check 

out of rooms

Afternoon

City Tour  

Merlion, Gardens by the 
Bay  

and SPECTA Light Show 

Rock Climbing and 
abseiling

China Town and 
Little India

                
Kayaking and 
MacRitchie 
Reservoir 

Orienteering
                               

Archery and 
Frisbee Golf

                               Departure

Coach to Changi 
Airport accompanied 

by Mountbatten 
representative

Evening

Orientation 

Camp manager's briefing 
followed by ice breaker 

games

Reflection Evening Movie Night  Games Night

Presentation 
Evening followed 

by awards 
ceremony + 

reflection

Key
Evening Activity
Class
Activity
Excursion
Misc

Example programme*

*Equivalent programme is available for the UK.



core communication skills camp

All of the communication elements in our leadership and public speaking programmes are 
a development of the world renowned London Trinity College’s ‘Certificate in Communication 
Skills’.

“Trinity College London Communication Skills exams present candidates with practical, 
creative tasks that reflect real-world situations, enabling them to develop invaluable 21st 
century skills and make real progress in life.” – Trinity College website.

It is not uncommon to see previous students of ours carry on with the Trinity College 
programme when they return to their respective home countries, to then go on to take the 
exam with one of the many Trinity College exam centres, which are now present in over 
60 countries. Two key features of the Trinity College communications certificate, to develop 
a range of transferable communication skills, including problem-solving, creativity, team 
working and organisational skills, that will have a positive impact in both education and 
the workplace. The course features practical tasks that reflect real-world situations such as 
preparing and delivering CVs for interview, stories for broadcast, and presentations that 
debate current issues.
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Example programme
Core Communication

Time Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

Morning Group Arrival

To be met by 
Mountbatten 

representative and 
escorted to the boarding 
school where rooms will 

be assisgned

Communication 
Class

Introduction to 
Presentation Skills

Communication 
Class

Persuasive 
Arguments

Communication 
Class

Negotiation and 
'Thinking on your 

feet'

Communication Class

Body Language and 
Performance

Communication Class

Leadership

Check Out

After taking breakfast 
the group will check 

out of rooms

Afternoon
City Tour  

Merlion, Gardens by the 
Bay  

and SPECTA Light Show 
(Night Photography)

China Town and 
Little India

National Museum of 
Singapore

NUS 
Tour/Presentation to 

Student Union

Preparation for Finale 
Presentation 

Showcase Departure

Coach to Changi 
Airport accompanied 

by Mountbatten 
representativeEvening

Orientation 

Camp manager's briefing 
followed by ice breaker 

games

Reflection Evening Movie Night  Games Night
Presentation Evening 
followed by awards 

ceremony + 
reflection

Key
Evening Activity
Class
Activity
Excursion
Misc



A little bit about Health & Safety and the importance of the Welfare of young people to us.

At Mountbatten ESL the welfare and safety of young people is our highest priority. As such we 
follow strict child protection policies endorsed by the UK government, we put young people 
first. In order to do this effectively we have detailed our method below:

• Take into account the interests and well being of young people
• Respect the rights, wishes and feelings of young people
• Take all reasonable steps to protect young people from harm
• Promoting the welfare of young people and their protection through a relationship of 

trust

We realise some of our activities carry with them an inherent risk, it is our duty and responsibility 
to reduce this risk to the smallest possible amount at every possible opportunity. To ensure 
we are consistently successful in mitigating risk we are responsible for:

• Identifying health and safety risks and finding ways to manage or overcome them
• Providing a safe and healthy place of work and safe entry and exit arrangements, 

including during an emergency situation
• Providing and maintaining safe working areas, equipment and systems and, where 

necessary, appropriate protective clothing
• Providing adequate information, instruction, training and supervision to enable all staff 

to do their work safely, to avoid hazards and to contribute positively to their own health 
and safety at work

In addition, all our activity staff are qualified and certified by the respective UK bodies 
responsible for that activity/sport. We also provide a high level of in house training to all our 
activity staff to supplement any national certification and accreditation they may already 
have. It is vitally important to us that our procedures are clearly mapped out and observed 
to the letter by all of our staff. In doing so we feel we can mitigate any potential harm that 
may come to our staff and or our students. 
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Putting Young people first



www.mounbattenesl.com

    Contact us:

     info@mountbattenesl.com
     +44 7530603340

safety and welfare

• Staff recruitment
Staff undergo a strict recruitment procedure, including qualification 
checks, references and police background checks (DBS checks in the UK)

• Fully trained and professional staff
As well as fully qualified, all staff members are first-aid trained 

• Student induction
At the beginning of each camp students are given an induction which 
covers the rules for onsite living and offsite trips to ensure their safety 

• Policies
Our policies can be found on the website or requested via email

• Food requirements
We are able to cater for students with food allergies, subject to prior 
arrangements

NOTES:


